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rustees ·approve b dget, ful ime student hiring 

million dollars of surplus fromThe WSU Board of Trustees Money from student fees graduates were hired for univer­ The Trustees also approved de-­
Wednesday approved a $27 this year's budget to next year's formerly earmarked for debt sity work only through the finan­ grees for some 1,400 graduates, 
million dollar budget for next budget. service on the University Center cial aid office. including a master of arts degree
The building is being shifted intoyear. expected increase in in­ in history to Lt Col William Lake 
come is due to several reasons. general usage. On recommendation of the Pres­ (Ret), who dies last month of aThe budget is a five million ident's Council, the Trustees ap­State aid per FTE (full time heart attack.dollar increase over this year. It Departmental instruction getfequivalent) students is scheduled proved a new policy allowingprojects an increased income of the biggest piece of the pie, with The Trustees met in the Eugenestudents to be hired in the civilto increase next year by anslightly more than two million a total budget of $11.5 million. W Kettering Center in down­average of eight percent. service if they are qualified,dollars, and increased expendi­ town Dayton, where theThe Trustees also abolished an compete with other applicants,FTE enrollment at WSU is pro­tures of about four million University's operation of the fa­unwritten policy that prevented are available during regularjected for a small increase next
dollars. hours for the job cility under a lease with the~ull ti~e students from obtaining and agreeyear, with a shift in enrollment Dayton Engineering and ScienceA $989,000 deficit will be into Jobs m the state classified civil student obligations won't inter­categories which receive Institute begins June 1.balanced by transferring one higher state support. service. Full time under- fere with work oblig-ations. 
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WWSU expands 
news coverage 
, Institutionalization was advised by Tom Snyder 
but the parents were appalled by 
WWSU, the campus radio this. 
station, now has a thrice weekly Diamond of course was not 
news show, and a news director, seriously retarded, and she can 
student Nathan Schwartz. see, talk, and hear. She cannot 
Schwartz says it's all part of an walk, and needs help in getting 
attempt to make WWSU's dressed and being fed. 
programming more responsible Schwartz said he wrote her a 
so that WSU administrators can letter, and she wrote back. He 
take the station more seriously interviewed her by phone on 
when they Pcide budgets. Wednesrlay night, and the 
WWSU had wanted an extra interview will air tonight at 8 
$10,000 to double their wattage pm. 
to 50. But the administrators said Schwartz said future reports
why not 25,000 watts? will focus on psychic phenome­
When WWSU submitted a plan non and possibly bi-sexuality. 
for over a $100,000 budget, with A radio .theatre drama is also 
70 percent coming from public being prepared.
broad~asting fund s, for an The news shows are every 
educational station, the adminis­ Monday, Wednesday and Friday 
trators said "why that's too much night from 8 - 8:30. 

money, .boys," said Lloyd Snive­ Schwartz said anyone who can't 

ly, station president. get WWSU on their radio may 
 You oughta be in pictures! Students from Jud Yalkuts experimental meaia c1ass oumpea mwSchwartz said the news show come down to their office in the each other out on the quad recently, and apparently decided to immortalize the encounter came about when "a couple of us basement of the University electronically.got upset over the way things Center to hear the shows on their [Charles Williams photo]
were running here. To appease monitor. 

~e, they made me news 

dll'ector." 

"Three nights a week, we have 
 ·Molnar a·ttacks Marxist revisionists 
~hat we call news," said by Tom Snyder Russian communist party is pro­ The churches have bought this over the public which is ~hwartz, "but actually that's a idea, said Molnar. "softened up."Dr Thomas Molnar came Thurs­ fiting by this attitude.misnomer." 
day to speak on Marxist revi­ And it is profiting because revi­ "The revisionists ~ay: 'Let us "I don't see a communist under Schwartz said the news show sionists, but ended up speaking sionism has created "bridges" save Marxism from itself, from every bed," cautioned Molnar. "I ~t~Uy features "in-depth stu- against them, and Marxism between the party and the the people who have betrayed don't claim (Herbert) Marcuse is 
1es because straight news is itself. chur~hes, which have been it,' " said Molnar. in the pay of the Communist ardeady handled by the Guardian He pointed out that because the Party."He also supported the Christian "softened up."an wwsu· bl' .n s pu ic service an- revisionists are influencing the Molnar did claim that theconcept of "original sin" and The revisionists, says Molnar,ouncements which handle public, the Russian communist revisionists have "infiltrated""human nature's basic evil." have said bourgeois democracycampus events. party has made "adjustments" counter culture groups, like the"Marxism calls man strictly a c;mnot be saved, but "commu­Last Mo d h .sh n ay • t e station had a worker, but man is a hundred nism can still be saved." and changed their tactics to win [Continued on page 2] 
· ow on the Washington D C billion things," said Molnar. :e~c.hmen~ rally, whicb fea- Molnar came to Wright State as
mterviews of people and live from .Thursday to Thursday"part of the University Centerspeeches. 
Board's "Controversy '74" seriesWednesdalte ay • a study on themselves. Laughter· is easy. A coming in all the time. You al­of lectures. He is a professor at Editor's note: Guardian reporterair~nate forms of education was pregnant woman nods soberly ways get a different perspec­Brooklyn College in 1';1ew York. Sue Scibetta attended a session
Toni 3:d repeated Friday night. throughout the lecture and does tive." One female has broughtMolnar said the revisionists of a Thursday evening dass on 
not speak at all. her father three times. Randallprogr~U: fi:om 8-8:30 pm, the have criticized Marxism from The Feminist approach to Litera­
intervie ·w~ feature a special When the lecture ends, Paula thinks that the best set-up is "thethree different levels. ture. This is her reaction. a35 e w with Sondra Diamond, Randall, the instructor, picks up one with ·the least structure.He said the revisionists claim A woman student is giving a lec­logisf: old counseling psycho- with a question. A lively argu­ People will talk about the impor­the party has betrayed Marxism, ture about Kate Chopin, whose. om Philadelphia. ment begins. The discussion runs tant things themselves if there'sD that Marxism itself is flawed, and1&111ond novel The Awakening is tonight'sSnyder's appeared Tom like a high school teacher's any freedom." on that Marxism is not scientific topic for discussion in the WSUtiBc TV .Tomorrow show on dream. The discussion turns to the pro­because it is only one method of Thursday night class "A Femin­She h lD February. . Randall is likeable, witty and tagonist of The Awakening. "Shemany methods to improve ist Approach to Literature."birth ash.ad cerebral p~"sy from extremely democratic. Her stu­ ha~ this husband who keeps yell­society. The other students seem to be dents call her by her first name. ing at her 'You're just a piece ofthe fi:..~df lS very much active in "All [revisionists] agree there
ab} d or the rights of the dis- totally absorbed. Looking She works hard to create the furniture,"' a woman says in awi~ be a time when the flaws will around, most of the class seemse ·She h · informal, accepting atmosphere whine, as if she were accusingrights t as written up a bill of be corrected," said Molnar. sloppy--hair straggling, pants the class.ll7L or the disabled · He said the media has become which is perhaps the most strik­bagging, even the chairs ar­''nen h · ing feature of the class. "But she's telling herself 'Take'llere to~d e was born, her pare~ts "increasingly friendly to the ranged haphazardly--but all are There are always several visi­ yourself out for a walk because 
...A h she wouldn't be able to revisionists, who they see as a strangely cheerful, · as if they"""• ear talk tors, whom Randall welcomes. you're a nice person to be with,"'she'd be• . • or walk, and that new cultural movement." were secretly very pleased with ser.1ously retarded. Rjght. now, claims Molnar, the "It's nice to have outside blood [Continued on page 3] 
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Revisionists attacked
(Continued on page 1] Student John Doughty men­

tioned that Molnar once wrote a

pornography industry. 
 book which said that utopian
_"They have- brought to the thought often led to tyranny.

communist party movements Molnar denied that democratic

which it could not infiltrate," said reform movements were utopian.

Molnar. "Utopian thought goes against

"The communist party has come the grain of human nature," said

to some sort of terms with the Molnar. "The (US) republic is not

- revisionists who are not able to at all a utopian government."
be -silenced because they are on When asked if Christianity was
· the streets." not a utopian thought, Molnar
In response to Molnar's state­ said, "Christianity is the opposite
ment that Christian-Marxist dia­ of utopia. It is totally realistic (in
logues have helped "soften up" that) it understands that human
the church, Dr Robert Thobaden, nature is basically evil."
who teaches a WSU course on He criticized "misguided Chris­
comparative Marxist theory, tian utopians who think the
asked if that isn't a "sorry com­ Marxists are utopians, and

mentary" on the strength of therefore they can meet.

Christian belief. Marxists are not utopian."

"The church has had a great Molnar said past Christian utop­
temptation to establish a king­ ians thought "a perfect society

dom of this world rather than a ought to be set up but they all

kingdom of heaven," said Molnar. succumbed to the political

"€hristianity has been tempted principle." _

to make an alliance with the Finally, Molnar said oppression

world." helps people to become more

Molnar called these attempted realistic, but that oppression Sunny days bring students outside, but some mana_ge to concentrate despite the distractions that
alliances a ·"hunger for power" could not be justified under these abound.

and ;•not what God wants us to terms. 
 [WSU photographic service]do."

Molnar said the church and

Christianity should be· "distinct

from the world" and above 
 Faculty strains for quorom, elects Dreher· "man's worldly nature" which he·

called evil. 
 any drastic change should takeThis is where he mentioned he by Gary Brock Within about 20 minutes, there 	 have been formed. First, Dr caplace."believed in the concept of the Faculty members at their Tues- · were enough people in at­	 Hardin would take the position of heKegerreis also told the facultyoriginal sin of man. day's meeting voted on a motion tendance to constitute an official 	 Director of General University ' tof certain organizational changesto approve the list of students meeting, and the proceedings 	 Services and Dr Elenore Koch swithin the administration. Hegraduating his year. This began. 	 would be in charge of co- la 
includes all students who will WSU President Robert Keger­
said that Dr Fredrick White, ordinating registration.Buckley admits 	 Vice ­University President,graduate, or have graduated in reis addressed the meeting and Kegerreis concluded his re· 
December, March, June, and discussed a number of points 
would as of next year, work on a marks by praising the Chemistry
fractional time basis, but would Department for having had their TAugust. The motion was with the faculty members. He still play an active role in Uni­CIA involvement unanimously approved. told the members of WSU's 	 BS program approved by the c.versity affairs. White would con­The faculty also voted for the efforts for accredidation of the 	 American Chemistry Society, \ sttinue at Vice-President level, butposition of Vice-President Elect University's Masters and Doctor­	 and the College Business and M
(CPS/ZNS) -- Columnist Wil­ for the 1975-76 year. Nominated ate programs by the North­
will handle no full-time duties. ministration for being recognizen
Kegerreis also stated that twoliam F Buckley has admitted that were Barbara Dreher of the Central Association and the 	 by the American Society of
he was once a spy for the Central Speech and Theatre Department State's Chancellor's Office efforts 
new Executive Directorships Businesses.

Intelligence Agency (CIA). 
 and James Dellehay, with to revise the subsidy formulas.Buckley, in a rare moment of Dreher elected. On this subsidy formula revision,

candor during a Denver press It appeared, however, when the Kegerreis said, "I do not feel that It's a woman's right to make
interview, said he worked as a meeting began at 3:15, that there
"deep cover" agent for the CIA in would not be enough faculty her own decision.
Mexico during a nine-month 
 members in attendance to vote.
period in 1951. When the meeting started there 2,4 hr service, strictly confidential
. The question of Buckley's CIA were only around 75 p_eople 
 PATRONIZE OURconnections came up when the 	 No fee.there, and the meeting requiredcolumnist was asked about his at least 57 more in attendance forfriendship with Watergate burg­ a quorom to take place. It was atlar E Howard Hunt. Buckley this time that Ira Fritz called on ADVERTISERS! Call BIRTHRIGHT Coun~elingexplained that Hunt and he "be­ the faculty members to go outcame very good friends" in 1951 and round up some more people 223-3446when both of them worked on the for the meeting. One instructorsame assignment for the CIA. asked for the rules to be r· e I e e ................................................... ~""5-••-1·• ••• • ····!· Buckley is now the godfather of Isuspended and to go on with the 
IHunt's three children, and is meeting: This proposal was re­ t 	 what you can earn college credits this summer Iacting as executor of the estate 	 are at Wright Statejected and a few faculty ~ 
of Hunt's late wife, Dorothy, who members left, apparently to get you
was killed 13 months ago in a some of their colleagues to come 	 earning full program of freshman through graduateChicago airline crash. to the meeting. this level courses I day and evening I part time
summer or full time I housing, dining, and
? recreational facilities I register for one or[RESIDENT DIRECTOR J a combination of terms
POSITION 
A term/June 17-July 19 
B term/July 22-August 23

The Dean of Students Office is currently C term/June 17-August 23

accepting applications from graduate students for

appointment as the Resident Director of the 	 for more information contact 

College of Continuing
Wright State Residence Hall. and Community Education

The Resident Director receives a stipend, room Wright-State University 

Dayton, Ohio 45431
and board, and in-state instructional and general 
513/426-6650, ext. 216
fees. 
: 
•••• 
Additional information and applications are '
available in the r 
Dean of Students Office, 
•••••••••
l105 Millett Hall 
Application deadline is May 31, 1974 
••••
....' 
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•day dass important to students 1n many ways· 
e adds. 
going to say," a woman 
erly. She forgets what it 
ere is laughter, not un­
_tbe,p silence till she re­
rs. 
onal revelations are made 
ac~pted. One woman men­
atter-of-factly that she is 
g sexually aware of her­
d inv:olved with other 
outstde her marriage. 
r speaks of coming to 
t the discovery that her 
roommate has had an ille­
te son. 
bian woman says she is 
awoman of 28. She speaks 
sly of her father's reac­
the older woman: "What a 
she can't find a man to 
r, to give her affection." 
to an argument over 
the age is when an unat­
1~woman, a woman not de­
. riving her identity in some way
Ifrom a man, becomes str~nge, 
[wiei:d, a real social oddity. Some 
"'· say twent1·-e~ght, some twenty­
fi¥e. On:e w0man says eighteen. 
Because it's so serious, they joke 
. about it. · 
A woman mentions that be­
r eause men know she is aware of 
f her oVln -seocuality, they assume 
that anytjme she is nice to them 
1 
1-she's "wanting it." Randall says 
latrghingly to 'tell them "When I 
want it you'll know." 
Randall says she is bothered by 
The Awakening being so racist. 
The protagonist, she says, "be­
1
' comes aware of her own oppores­
1sion but not aware of how she 
l oppresses others--that she lives 
t tff the labor of other people." 
One of the two black males in 
tlie room says he had noticed 
that, and does not say anything 
else. 
Randall points out that although 
The Awakening has been around 
for 75 years, it's rarely used in 
literature classes, and that she's 
never seen it on a class syllabus. 
"Do you think it's real litera­
ture?" 
Many murmur "yes" or nod em­
phatically. "Most syllabuses have 
to be approved by men;'' some­
one .says, referring to the fact 
that the heroine is a woman who 
becomes truly independent of 
men. 
During break, members of the 
class talk. 
Q: ·The main thing that strikes 
me about this class is it just 
seems so comfortable, so free, 
everybody's honest. What do you 
think is the reason? 
Kenny Powell: I think it's due to 
Paula, and the foundation the 
clas-s is built on. When I first 
came to this class I was scared to 
death, and I had a very negative 
feeling toward Women's Lib. I 
felt as if there was a hatred 
towards the male. 
I came in thinking if I didn't like 
it I'd drop it immediately. I had a 
feeling maybe all the females in 
the class were just going to jump 
on the males and tear them up. 
But it really isn't that way, I 
really enjoy it. 
Q? Why did you take the 
course? 
Kenny: To learn more about 
what the women's movement is 
saying. I've really learned a lot so 
far , and everyone I've talked to, 
they liked the class. 
Darrell Tipton: I took the class 
to find out what women's libera: 
tion is about. I don't know if I've 
found it out yet, but I've enjoyed 
the class a lot and I think I'm 
learning a lot. 
Q: (to Darrell) You weren't 
talking very much. Did you feel 
intimidated? 
Darrell: I never talk much. In 
any class. 
Kenny: I would be more verbal 
EARN UP TO $80EVERY MONTH, JUST FOR LIVING. 

. YOU JOIN OUR IMPORTANT PLASMA PROGRAM AND 

OONATE BLOOD WHENEVER YOU HAVE THE TIME. 
IT'LL TAKE YOU ONLY 1Y2 HOURS TWICE A WEEK .. 
IT'S SAFE. IT'S SIMPLE. JUST RELAX, WATCH 
TELEVISION, OR STUDY. 
YOU'LL BE HELPll\13 YOUR FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS, 
YOUR COUNTRY, YOI ' ~COMMUNITY, AND YOURSELF. 
COME BY OR CALL US. NOW. BECAUSE 
~~alliance · 
165 Helena Street• Phohe 224-·1973 
(Formerly payton Biologicals) . 
in class but I still have this thing 
in the back of my head that if I 
say something wrong, you know, 
wow. . . 
Q: They'll descend on you en 
masse? 
Kenny: So that's why I'm not 
too verbal. 
Marilyn J ablo: To be honest, I 
took this because I needed one 
more class that I wouldn't have 
to do a lot of work for. And look 
what I ended up with--a book a 
week! But it's fun, I think the 
class is fun. I think it could 
potentially be very threatening 
to women, as much if ~ot more so 
than men. But I don't know if this 
is really woman's lib. 
Q: I took it in the fall, and I 
didn't feel like it was either. It 
seems like there's a lot of room 
for divergent viewpoints. Like 
you were saying before, if you 
want to sit home and can things, 
that can be just as aware of your­
self as going out and starting a 
women's center. 
Bette Ryan: I love the class, I 
live from Thursday to Thursday. 
This morning, I was dead, I was 
sick and everything else was 
wrong but I was going to class to­
night. And it's given me the con­
fidence--! graduated from college 
five years ago and I wanted to 
come back but I was scared to 
death, that my mind had rotted 
and all that business. And I got in 
here, and I just love it. After I do 
have my second child I want to 
come back and work on some­
thing. 
Marilyn: A class like this makes 
you more aware as a person. 
Kristine Batey: I just like the 
''His face is incredible" 

by Louise Raterman 
"When I write, I .want some­
thing to happen ... Like praying, 
I want someone to be saved." · 
Milton Kessler, poet, editor, 
New York professor, gave a 
presentation of his own poetry to 
an over capacity audience in 372 
Millett last week. He was guest 
of the Artists and Lecture 
Series. 
He interspersed his reading 
with talking, that is, he 
interspersed his talking with 
readings. He talked of life, his 
wants, existence. 
"I like very ordinary things. I 
would like to be absorbed in very 
ordinary things .. sitting in bars, 
ball games .. . going up and down 
elevators .. I love stores; I like 
the feel of people shopping to­
gether." 
He spoke of his fear, after he 
lived in Israel for a year, that his 
parents would not be alive when 
he returned. They were. "To be a 
son at ~g~ 45, there's nothing like 
it. It's ~ncredible, the courage 
and joy of old people." 
"His face is incredible," com­
mented Dr Gary Pacernick of the 
English department, referring to 
Kessler. "From a distance, he 
Marilyn: That's the most com­
forting thing about this class, is 
people like that. 
Q: Is there anything else any­
body wanted to say? · 
Kenny: I think that there would 
be more males in this class if it 
wasn't for the fear. I kpow 
they're afraid to get in this class, 
just 'like I was. I think they 
should visit it. I don't know, I 
just can't see why there isn't 
more males in here. Once they 
get over the fear thing, they 
could be.in here just like anybody 
else. 
The following lines are part of a 
poem by Kristine Batey, a stu­
dent in the class. 
"Naomi and Ruth" 
I like to see them, 
the two women together. 
I like the way they smile 
as they talk, 
Eyes meeting, 
Fingers continuing to work. 
I like seeing all that 
strength together. 
They are a fortress, 
these women-­
--look at what they have 
withstood. 
looks like Allen Ginsburg - wild 
and sage. Up close, his face is 
almost cerebral and gentle and 
said like Robert Lowell. In the 
middle he looks like Milton 
Kessler." 
There was combustion and grit 
in Kessler's presentation. He 
pronoupces with sonorous voice 
"my mind is light October in the 
ditch." ·· · 
From his poem en~itled "Route 
40 Ohio USA," at a time when he 
was scared to death, 
"net of snow tumbles about us 
we slide like fish 
the road dissolving" 
He wrote about his son, and he 
answered back to himself for his 
son. He sai<;l. "almost anyone 
who's a writer inflicts emotion on 
his family .. . " 
He's currently researching how 
Americans spend their evenings, 
"where people go out of their 
minds. He lives 180 miles from 
NYC ~here he says, "at night, 
only the Dairy Queen is open ... 
You know how it is. People 
gather around ... they have those 
lights that kill the bugs. You get 
a sense of American evening 
life." 
The'title passage from one of his 
books, Sailing Too Fax, "We're 
sailing too fa,r. In the deep water 
there is no star, no day." 
I'm a Jewish writer. I take the 
miseries of existence and look 
toward the future." 
"May I s.it on your stoop? 
mine is never in the sunshine. 
Poems, be my body of shining 
... ," that's Milton Kessler. 
This Wednesday Artists and 
Lecture Series will host another 
poet and another reading, 372 
Millett, 12:~0 pm. 
POOL SHOOTERS! 

feeling of being a part of this. 
There's all kinds of women ex­
amining themselves. It's impor­
tant to me to feel that I'm not all 
alone, there are other people who 
understand, who accept me. To 
me it means a lot. 
• . Ill -	 . )
erlNIONI 
Callous disregard
. Tiie s i t uation i n t he Middle East i n one
that apparently drives peop l e to madness·, a
madness that no one i s i mmune t o.
Las t week's events underline more s t r ongly
· than ever how obscene the situation has be­
come .
A number of Palestinian guerillas, to prove
they were still around, murdered a number of
Israeli schoolchildren.
People from all over the world rightly con­
demned t his s enseless slaughter.
In the mi ds t of the condemnation , the Is ­
r ael i air force bomb ed refugee camps , slaugh ­
ter ing dozens of innocent people r ight back .
TI:ie sympathy I sr~e l. r eceived because of 
the gueril la attack i t forfe ited by showing
the same callous disr egar d for human life.
Those who argue thes e 'retaliator y' raids
are necessary to stop civil i an support of the
guerilla raids are arguing their .own death,
since they are justifying attacks on civilians ~ 
for political and military reasons, the same "YOU COULD GET A MILLION DOU.ARS ..........,.CUWINTELUGlBLEY ..... ... lJOT EA91, BUT
argument the guerillas advance. · WMO iHE (EXPLEf\VE. DElETtD) WOULD HANDl.E......(UNlITTE1.U6\8LE)...•. Ii WOULD 8E ~
Israel must ·stand condemned for its actions
of last week. 	 by tom snyder 
Quality education 	 Molnar distorts theories·

Last Friday marked a score of years since

the Supreme Court, in its landmark decision Without condemning Center Evil and good are concepts Man's work influences his home

of Brown v. Baard of Education, ruled that Board for bringing him to WSU, I which exist outside of man, but life, what time he goes to sleep,

separate but equal was a myth. 
must say I found Dr Thomas which man can absorb. Some and what time he wakes up.

Molnar's Thursday lecture here men absorb evil, others absorb 	 Marxism is not a theory of eco­But we feel that the decision was more not only a distortion of Marxism, good. It is up to man to reject nomic determinism, but a theory
than a .directive to ·the schools of Topek~, but also a distortion of Christian evil, and take in good. of man's productive process.

but ·a declartion of fundamental human rights. belief. To make man's evil an instinct, Molnar's idea that utopias lead

·Busing, as most people have been forced to In speaking against Marxism, like Molnar does, is to deprive to tyranny every t ime in every
he supported the old Christianrecognize ·by events, is no panacea for the 	
man of his power to act, and to place is unrealistically deter­
concept of "original sin" and set man on a par with the lowest ministic. American constitutionalproblems of integration and quality education. 	 man's basically "evil" nature. amoeba. theory two centuries ago wasYet it still remains a legit~mate tool to Well if that is Christianity, then Marx did not ·say that man's very utopian, and I doubt Molnar
rectify the glaring inequities in education he can have it. total activity, as Molnar claims, would say it was tyrannical,But I happen to think that hisbrought about by deliberate patterns of segre­	 is as a worker. Marx said work, although in practice it can be ty·idea of Christianity is not the real and man's ability to create, isgation and discrimination. 	 rannical.idea of Christianity. what distinguishes him from And that is where Molnar is theUnfortunately, it too often remains the In speaking of Christianity, animal life. most wrong.
only way to get quality education for black Molnar said it should concentrate To obtain his basic needs of Molnar equates Russia's oppres·
students. 	 on establishing a kingdom of food, shelter, clothing, man must sive practice of Marxism with theheaven, rather than a kingdom of work. Work also involves the theory itself. But Russian com­It is a sad commentary that after all this this world. 	 creative process, like producing munism is not Marxism.time, the only way to· g·et a decent education But in Biblical scriptures of the abstract ideas, writing novels, or Comparing Russian practicefor black children is to put them in the same New Testament, the kingdom of painting the Mona Lisa. with Marxist theory is like com·
school with white children. heaven is of this world. But man has become alienated paring the Spanish Inquisition's
It .is time for the people of the United 
Jesus Christ walked ·among the from his work, and from the practice with Christian theory.
States to make the 
.oppressed of this world, and was means of production. He has be­ Marx and his theories cannot be 
-
financial commitment, and very much concerned with world­ come so because he does not blamed for Russian atrocities, the educators of this country to make the ly affairs. Christianity is in a control the working process -- it just as Christ and his theoriesemotional and intellectual commitment to get sense a dual philosphy--other is separated from him because of cannot be blamed for the Spanish 
a good education for everyone in the country. worldly and this worldly. ownership and wage labor. Inquisition or the Salem witchNot the one dimensional Alienation implies powerless­ trials. ddivinity that Molnar fabricates. ness. To . do so is to put words an. 
Molnar 's st atement that Christi­ It is Marx's hope that man can ideas not their own into thell'
anity is not a utopian idea is un­ regain power .over his work mouths, a practice which Moln~r,
realistic. The ultimate goal of because of the destruction of the not to mention Lenin, Stalini 
Chr istianity is utopia, as the ulti­ division of labor, the separation Mao, Billy Graham, and Ora
mate goal of Marxism is utopia, between worker and owner, Roberts, does all too often. t
even though Marx doesn't say wage labor, and the state as a Ultimately, it is man who mus
that man will achieve absolute process of one group controlling save himself and his world. We 
utopia after the proletariat revo- others. cannot wait sitting on our hand~
lution. Then once again, man will be for a faceless God or a faceless
Molnar's idea of "original sin" able to find the fulfillment he proletariat to dig us our of the
and man's basically evil nature is needs in his work and in the ditch we have dug for ourselves.
also unrealistic, belonging to the creative process. We must rely on our will power
Middle Ages. Whether you believe this state and strength: And if a God or a
Man is neither basically good of affairs will come about, and proletariat does come to save us'.
nor basically evil. Supposedly, come about strictly through the we can honestly say to the~·
Christ died on the cross to r id dictatorship of the proletariat is "You're too lat e, we've alrea y
man of the burden of original sin, unimportant . done it."
among other things. But it is essential that one
Basic not only to Christianity, realizes that before man can PS: Thanks to Dr Thobad~ne~!
but .definitely to Marxism as become satisfied in his personal political science, whose {d r's ·
well, is the idea that man makes affairs, he must become satisfied over the phone after Mo na
his own world. Man is not in the production of his basic speech strengthene d my own.der.basically evil, he is only imper­ needs. a.nd gave me new ones to pon
fect. 
---
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"No other country on earth. . .could permit this discredited man to stay in office." 

There have been tragic things in the White "scenar ios" on how to "PR" the public. Mr Nixon 
House before, as when we traveled with the hasn't known in advance about Watergate, nor:"T ;-{B_Idoomed Hoover in 1932 with America filled with ·.!'. _ t ···t~ ~,_..; about the break-in into the office of Ellsberg'sHoover-villes and desperate bonus-marcher s. And .- ; ' psychiatrist and he demands what all this surveil­
there was hatred but never the contempt of lance has produced; surveillance apparently
today. authorized by J ohn Mitchell in a moment of in­' 1, L.'~\ J ·i.
There have been funny things in the White advertence. Well, it has not produced anything. 
House before as when carnal, lout ish (but from Washington "A dry hole," says Mr Nixon in a magnificent line. 
somehow likeable) Harding romped with Nan He had knowledge of perjury and didn't disclose 
Britton on the coat closet floor among umbrellas it; he had knowledge of the Ellsberg break-in
and galoshes, and a Secret Service man guarded new r epublic featur es syndi~ate after the fact and didn't disclose it; he gives
and corridor against "The Dutchess." But nothing lessons on law evasion to his cronies; so, he hears, as he did to the fir ing of Archibald Cox; the latterlike this. Bud Krogh was forced to perjure himselt'?was a tidal wave, this is a great tide. We think There is nothing, I repeat, nothing, to compare "Perjury is an awful hard rap to prove," he tells that a palace revolution is forming among con­with this in modern history for comedy, tragedy, them encouragingly; the thing is, don't deny servative Republicans; it began in Hugh Scott'scraziness, suspense, irony, t hrow-away lines and something; say "I don't remember. You can say, 'I comment, "I thing it's a shabby, disgusting,amorality; for knaves, sycophants, honest men­ don't recal.' " immoral performance.'' Scott who was gulled into bemused, tool , dupes, an·d cynics; for religious L Patrick Gray, he says during the confirmationtelling the nation last January that thetotem patr iotism and alarums and excursions off fight, "in my opinion, should not be head of thetranscripts would exonerate the President. Keepstage. FBI." All Nixon had done was nominate him for your eye on Barry! -he is an honorable man; now the job.he is torn and those close to him say that he is"It shouts for 
under almost intolerable pressure from the White "Always, o.ffstage,
House. Maybe the thing will come soon; maybe 
a Shakespeare." before you read this. There is always Section 4 of Howard Hunt is yelling ·Ithe 25th Amendment under which Mr Nixon can 

It shouts for a Shakespeare. Who eise could step aside and declare himself "unable to dis­

·do justice to the crewcut Haldeman, the scowling charge t he power s and dut ies of his office" at least .for hush money." 

Ehrlichman, the make-believe st rong man Nixon, temporarily whereupon "the Vice President shall Always, offst age, Howard Hunt is yelling for 

caught like the little ventriloquist from Kansas immediately assume the powers and duties of the hush money. Always, outside (in another part cf 

behind the throne in the Wizard of O? Or, above office of Acting President.'' the forest) enemies are gathering. What s 

all, John W Dean 3rd, right out of Shakespear's There is drama here. There is pathos - ruined Shakespearian scene is that when he summons 

barrel of villains; young, supple, obsequious, Bart Porter, White House aide, of whom Ehrlich­ Mitchell to the White House-the great stone face, 

fawning-the brightest one in the crowd; instantly man coolly reports that Dean devised "a cover the President's Former domineering mentor. Mr 

adapting himself to the newest Nixon fantasy, story" and that Porter went to the Grand Jury Nixon wants Mitchell to take the rap, to be "the 

saying when Nixon suggests he tell a cock-and­ and "perjured himself.'' Tough, eh? But no big fish" whose harpooning will satisfy the mob. 
bull story t o the Cabinet that he will spin such a comment from "P.'' But the President can't face him personally. He 
yarn as will astonish them. Or take Hugh Sloan, Jr, former campaign tells Ehrlichman to talk to him, he instructs him: 
There is farce, ferocious farce, that breaks out treasurer-facing ruin under oath as a witness "You could say to Mitchell-I think you've got to 
every so often as the President remembers to before the Ervin committee: "P-He's scared? D­ say-that 'this is the toughest decision he's made, 
throw an unctuous line to the unseen sound-acti­ He's scared, he's weak. He has a compulsion to and that he just can't bring himself to talk to you
vated recording device that only he knows is cleanse his soul by confession. We are giving him about it.' " Not in blank verse but it sounds like 
operating: "I am a law enforcement man" he tells a lot of stroking.'' Too bad about Sloan, eh? The the Elizabethan stage. 
Ehrlichman suddenly and sententiously after one P resident, "P" is silent. There is comedy. P says of Jeb Stuart 
of his rambling conversations; Ehrlichman says Dean has such a way of putting things! When Magruder · "a very facile liar.. .He was very
"Yeah.'' Or at another time he first admits the vindictive President, certain of re-election in believable when he lied." There is cruelty.
complicity in a dubious bit and then seems to September 1972 tells him to compile an enemies Haldeman says it would be interesting "to watch 
.remember the recorder and hastily says, "I must list for retaliation later, Dean brightly exclaims, Mitchell's face" as he is betrayed. The three men 
say, though, I didn"t know it, but I must have "What an exciting prospect!" pulled the strings of the symbollic "Presidency"
assumed it, though." Haldeman and Ehrlichman treat the President like raffish cardinals dancing a puppet Pope. Now 
No other country on earth, save a dictatorship, barely as an equal; they do not say "sir"; th~y in­ and then the· frightened Nixon reminds himself 
could permit this discredited man to stay in office, terrupt him, contradict him, bully him as he that "what happens in this office in the next four 
and yet he plans soon to travel to the Middle East vacillates. There is always an unseen fourth years will probably determine whether...you 
and Moscow. We wonder if he will go. We think he character present, The Presidency, talked about could have some sort of peace for the next 25 
misjudged the reaction to the transcripts as much as though it were another man as they fantasize years.'' 
Editor's Note: this Central State 
St'Udent submitted a letter to the 
Guardian that he also submitted 
t~ the Gol.d Torch. We feel that 
his statements pertaining to 
Central Stcite coul.d also apply for 
~need of the Communication 
posal that was recently de ­
feated in the Academic Council. 
1'o the editor: 
Central State University, is 
now here forever. Through the 
combined effort of Dr Newsom 
hnd all those concerned, we still 
ave a school. · 
dWe have been assured that .the 
~Uaged beyond r epair buildingo 
"'1 be replaced with new and 
~tter buildings. I hope this act 
1as not satisfied any ones out­~k Jor the potential greatness° Central State University. 
Now we have the opportunity, 
along with building- new build­
ings, to build a new academy. We 
have the chance to free from the 
traditional academic bondage 
students and teachers alike. And 
at the same time fulfilling and 
surpassing all State require ­
ments. Along with building this 
new academy we can eliminate 
the historical t rend, students as 
slaves, teachers as slave master. 
Looking at what is going on 
now, we see students with 
separate and unequal dini~g 
facilities. There are even rest­
rooms which students cannot 
use. Students are also politically 
disenfranchised. Most st udents 
at this school can vote in National 
elections--but we have little or no 
voice in the decisions which 
affect our academic lives. 
What hurts more than the 
master-slave approach to educa­
tion, is the fact that we (stu­
-O~nts) take it. You don't t hink 
we've gone through twelve years 
of public school for nothing, do 
you?? What school amounts to is 
a twelve year course in how to be 
slaves. 
Truth. . .is what the teacher 
says is true. Early in life we learn 
to accept two truths. When we 
leave class, things are true to 
your heart, your fingers, your 
tongue, your stomach. Inside 
class, things are true by reason 
of authority. You don't have to 
believe what I say, take a look at 
any freshman class (some higher 
classes too). They've got that 
slave mentality supreme: in­
gratiating and obliging on the 
surface but underneath resistant 
and hostile. (What would you call ' 
this?) 
I acknowledge the various stu­
dents and their various degrees 
of awareness. But what about the 
students who are only able to 
relate to . grades? They're 
probably wondering, "now what 
is all the fuss about? Just like the 
old slave they'll tell, you Mr 
Charlie "treats us real good."
Teachers taken as a group, t he 
characteristic that stands out the 
most is timidity. How else would 
you explain that after all these 
years they still remain one of the 
lowest paid "professionals" in 
this society. The resistance that 
is made conies in catch phrases 
like "professional dignity and 
meaningful dialogue.'' this can be 
understood because tea cher s 
were once siaves (students) 
themselves, and they may have 
never really gotten over it. 
As Judy Eisenstein has so elo­
, quently pointed out, the class­
r oom offers an artificial and pro­
tected environment in which 
they (the teacher) can exercise 
their will to power. In the class­
room the student does what YOU 
say do. With the u~e of that all 
mighty weapon, the grade. Even 
though it is not on your hip, rigid 
and potent like a cop's gun, in the 
long run it's more powerful. At 
any time you choose--at your 
personal whim--you can keep 
from 25 and more students up at 
night and exercise your sadism in 
seeing them walk into class 
baggy faced and red-eyed--as 
Jerry Farber, would say, carry­
ing a sheaf of typewritten pages, 
with title page, MLA footnotes 
and margins set at 15 and 91. 
Teachers here at Centr.al State 
University have the opportunity 
now to really teach. They (who 
ever needs it) can go this 
summer to refresh themselves, 
come back in the fall and inter­
relate most if not all disciplines 
in t o whatever their subject 
matter be. I now understand 
What Dr Newsom meant on 
many occasions when he said 
"students you have to make your 
teachers teach." As J Farher has 
pointed out, ideally a _teacher 
should minimize the distance 
between himself and his stu­
dents. He should encourage them 
not to need him--eventually or 
even immediately. Because you 
can't educate slaves, you can only 
train them, a more timely word, 
program them. Students could 
theoretically insist on participat­
ing in their own education. They 
could teach their teachers to 
thrive on love and admiration, 
rather than fear and respect, and 
to lay down their weapons. 
Central State University, can 
have the academy to produce the 
same caliber of people as tnose 
so-called greats of Yale and 
Harvard, to serve not only Black 
people but mankind. This may be 
our last chance. 
For Student, For Central, For 
State. 
Rene Talbott 
YMCA promntes 
jazz festival 
Sloane House YMCA is pro­
moting a seven-night program 
for jazz enthusiastics. The pro­
gram, which features Newport 
Jazz Festival New York events, 
will be from June 28th through 
July 5th. Per person rates for the 
program are $95, single occupan­
cy. Extra nights are $4.75 per 
person. 
.Included in the cost is a full 
breakfast daily, private accom­
modations at Sloane House, five 
of the Newport concerts, one Off­
Broadway show, a film showing a 
at the New York Jazz Museum, 
the New York Experience, and 
dinner and entertainment at a 
Greenwich Village jazz club. 
The concerts will include a mid­
night jam session at Radio City 
Music Hall, an evening of blues at 
Lincoln Center , and several 
offerings of well known jazz 
artists at Carnegie Hall. 
Further infor mat ion is available 
from Sloane House at 356 West 
34th Street, New York 10001, 
(212) 695-5000. 
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I 

I 

Free pups, Great pets. I 

426-6388. 

Nevvs Shorts 
I 

I 

Kappa Delta Pi I
UCB Tickets Bicycle: Lady's Schwinn I
Kappa Delta Pi, national Superspor t, 10-sp eed,

The following tickets are education fraternity, will cond. new; ridden 3-4 times I 

now on sale at the univer­ me~t Sunday, May 19, at 2 $130. 879-2826. I 

sity cent er ticket counter. pm in the University I 

Blue Oyster Cult,, May 24 Center. Purpose of the For Sale: Horses. 3-year I 

8 pm, Hara Arena. General meeting will be t o initiate 
 Rainbow silk - screening old Tennessee Walker filly, I 
Admission $5 new members, and to productions. You name it - $550; 3-year old gelding, I
Phil Keaggy and Peter honor Dr Roger Iddings, $300. Callwe print it. Colored shirts 426-9962 even- IYork, May 24 Oelman newly appointed Dean of Roomate needed to share and inks. Ron Lowe, ings. I
Auditorium, advance sale Education at WSU. nice, large apartment on 298-7947 ; Jeff Lowe, I
$.75 Wilmington Pike . Call 426-0999.VA Rep I
Harry Chapin plus Bat­ .fane, 299-7425 after 5:30 

dorff and Rodney, May 26 8 pm, ext 326. I 
Mr Bako, VA representa­ Moving? Instead of hiring apm, WSU gym, University Porch Sale: May 18-19, I 
tive from the Cleveland ~ national moving companyCommunity (with ID) 25-26, 11 am-4 pm, includ- I 

Regional office, will be on­ employ 2 students, who$4.50. ing household items, furni- I 
campus next Tuesday, May have 5 yrs exp. For a free ture, toys and other mis- I 
21 , to assist veterans with .:, ' estimate, call 254-2316. cellaneous items. 334 Elm I 
any problems or questions Wanted: Female room ­ Ask for Peter Donnellan. St, Yellow Spring, 0. Mov- I 
concerning their educa­ mate to live in Bonnie Villa ing--Must Sell. I
Fritz speaks tional benefits. apartments adjacent toI 
 Tutoring: Literature, Com­Please see the recep­ WSU. May move in June 1. IDr I Fritz will speak on position, English, has PhD 
nutrition Tues, May 21 at 1 tionists in the Office of 
·$60 a month. 426-1471. I
in secondary Ed, Masters For Sale: Kittens, fourFinancial aid and place­pm in Rm 108 Fawcett. in English Lit. tomcats. Free to a good I 
ment, room 152 Allyn.The Bio-Health Sciences home. 294-3291. I 

••• 
Club invites any prefes­ Apt for rent, Daytonview, I
Stilts Contest Winners I•
sional, science, or any Utilities paid and possible I 

interested student to The winners of Phi Eta ride to and from WSU. Call Canon TLB Single lens I
attend. Tau's Slitls Contest on May 277-0926. reflex camera. Still in war­ I 
I rm ranty. UV filter , neutralDaze have Qeen an­ I ••I 'mll density filter, collapsiblenounced. D . ~I lens hood. Patterson 3 reelAccountancy Scholarship Tom Woeste and Chuck 
Wray tied for first and I ('<)" · · · - For Sale: 1970 650cc BSA tank, 3 reels, note bookI .}·'?Ce.);Dr Donald Pabst, Chairer second place, and will style negative holder. 
I. . ~· / :l .-- Q f) e vmeortyorcgyocoled, cloonwd. mPileeaanguet, Many extras. Total valueof the department of receive $17.50 each. Don "."-~ @i~. 6.c.s 
accountancy, has announc­ Rief copped third place for I - ~ , ... c-,., tank, low rider seat, hi- $275 plus. Sell all for $210. 
ed a July 1 deadline for a $5 prize. 1 bars, stock & shorty muf- 426-6680, ext 1306 ask for 
scholarships for minority All money earned for the 1 flers, good rubber front & Rick. If no answer leave 
students in · the field of event will go to the Xenia I WSU - .- A Party School? rear. Call 277-7768 after message for Room 320 at 
accounting. tornado relief fund. I Hardly, but we're trying to 3:00. ext 464. 
The scholarship fund was i help. Call the W.S. U · For Sale: 69 Mustang fastestablished by the Ameri­ I Partyline today if you'd back, 302, auto, ps, goodcan Institute of Certified WE NEED YOU! like to attend some of our Garage Sale: Leaving theI
Public Accountants and is t . 'f • h · brakes, good exhaust, ex- area. Must sell good used par ies, or 1 you re avmg cellent condition. $1250.available to junior and • a party. Spring Quarter Is and some new household 
senior students majoring PLASMA DONOR I Party Quarter! 426-7120, after 8 pm. 879-0263· items, books, kitchenware. in that field. 256-9585, 275-2976. Garage Sale: Stove, wash- May 18 & 19. 1991 Rockdell I
Students may apply if No Appointment Dr, Fairborn.i er, drop leaf dining table, I
they are sophomores or · 
juniors majoring in the ac­ No Long Wait Attention CPA Candi- roll-away bed, baby items, I
For Sale: 3 bedroom con­tcounting program, have dates! Wait for 5 week toys, and more. May l8 & diminium. Kettering area, I 

good or excellent marks, Reg Nurses in Donor Room •i review. Begins 9/28 in 26 19, 10-8, 672 Adams Street, 2 full baths, appliances in- I 

are members of a minority . cities. Write or call collect: Fairborn. eluded. Indoor pool, recrea- I 

group, are US citizens and OPEN 7:30 am - 3:15 pm I The National Group, 1135 tion area, Call 434-1976 or I
I
are in need of money in NW 23rd Avenue, Gaines- Official Streaking Shirts, see John 404 Oelman. I 

order to attend college. I ville, Florida 32601; $2.25 each S, M, or L send I 

The Institute must re­ MON thru FRI 1· 904-376-8261. to: John, PO Box 1, I 

ceive applications before 1
 Dayton, 0 45404. I

July 1 for Fall Quarter TWA one- non-stop-------- I way I 

scholarships. The maxi­ AMERICAN I 
 ticket from NYC to 

mum offered by the · I '71 Super Beetle, $1595. Athens, Greece. Ticket ex- I 

Institute is $1,000. BLOOD I 878-0959 after 4. pires May 26, 1974. Will I 

Students who qualify and I sell for $200. Leave note in I 

are interested may obtain COMPONENTS mailbox for Kathy Apone, I 

application forms from (formerly Bio International) I For Sale: 1963 Buick .:. ~pt of chemistry, 224 Oel- I 

Pabst in Room 470 Allyn. I Special V-6, good tires, I 

Applications must be I runs good, $200. Call Bob man. 
---------· I 
840 Main Stsigned by Pabst and the I at 879-1897. I
For Sale: 1966 Plymouth I
Director of Student Aid. 223-0424 
 • · Valiant Station Wagon, G- I

I For Sale: 1966 Mustang, cylinder, automatic, $250. I 

I forced to sell, street or 426-4965. I 

I strip, 4-speed transmis- I
· PHIL KEAGGV I 
 sion, 289 Cu In engine,

I completely rebuilt and For Sale: VW engine, late I
Formerly with Glass Harp I WWSU still needs people modified, brand new paint, model, 26,000 miles $175, I 

I for it's News Department. black exterior and black Installed $200 . Call I
and Love Song 
I
. If you are interested call vinyl interior, 4 new Good- 878-2640. I 

News Director Nathan year Polyglas tires. Make I
will be with I Schwartz at University, offer. A decent high per- I

l ext 618. formance car. Contact For Sale: sailboat , 13 ftPETER YORK I Mark Pence, Room 130, Sunflower Call J ohn I 

I Residence Hall, WSU or 233-8399. I

for a I call ext 1262. I 

i Students interested in I

G~spel Rock Concert i working to get a Day Care For Sale: 1972 Penton 125 1970 Cougar, one owner, I 
· Center at WSU contact cc Mx, $250. 1973 Yamaha- good condition, P S, New I

I Karen Schmitt at 294-2204. Noguchi 125 Mx Ultra- tires , 49,000 mi. $135. I
May 24, 1974 - 8:30 pm - 109 Oelman i Trick, $750. Honeywell 299-8402. I 

•;., Pentax SP500, case, close- I 
·up lens, etc, $175. For For Sale·. '63 P lymouth I
Blind professor preparing · f 
t 

"Keaggy is one of the two best materials for course needs more mo, ca ll 435-1324 any Station Wagon, good gas I

evening. 3 I
volunteer reader for con- mi. Best offer. Phone 43 ­guitarists in the world today:" 
temporary American Lit- VW . Sm. back1957 4274, Mike. I 

Stephen .Stills . erature, fiction and criti- window needs some minor I 

cism. Near Smithville and eng. repair s, body ok $75. I
I Linden. 252-0102. Call 274-1523. I

Tickets at University Center · • . . I 

' .Ticket Counter .. Donation 75 cents L---~~-----------------~~~~~~---------J 
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lovely War opens 
by Frances Tuggle pierrot costumes, a clown-like 
Oh! What A Lovely War, a outfit used in the English harle ­
musical revue of World War I, is quinade, and will treat the 
WSU Theatre's final production material as if they were music 
ofthe quarter with performances hall performers. They will even 
scheduled May 24, 25, 26, 29, 30, usher the audience in, as was 
31 and June 1. done at that time. 
Oh! What A Lovely War origi­ The show is basically fun, but 
nated as an improvisational piece carries a tremendous impact in 
at England's Theatre Wookshop, its presentation of factual infor­
headed by Joan Littlewood, in mation on the war. Slides of 
the early 1960's. World War I and newspaper 
The Workshop took the headlines on the period constant­
convention of the English harle­ ly remind the audience of the 
quinade, a music hall presenta­ horror and lethal nonsense that 
tion similar to American vaude­ killed over 10 million people in 
ville and with definite touches of the years from 1914 to 1918." 
the circus, and developed a series Although Jabberwock was 
of songs, dances, and sketches originally scheduled for this 
which point up the absurdity of time, construction delays in the 
the war. Festival Playhouse forced Yaffe 
All music in the show is authen­ to switch to Oh! What A Lovely 
tically of World War I vintage, War. 
although lyrics have been All performances of Oh! What A 
changed at times by Charles Lovely War will be at 8:30 pm. 
Chilton, the play's adapter. Tickets are available at the 
·Alan Yaffe, director of the University Theatre box office, 
show, notes that the Wright located in the lobby of the Cre­
State production attempts to ative Arts Center, from 12 noon 
keep the play's original flavor. to 4 pm, Monday-Friday. 
"The actors will be dressed in 
Come to grips 
Students looking for a way to maker s to operate in the privat e 
come to grips with many of the a nd pub lic s e ctors of our 
problems facing government and economy ," accord ing t o Dr 
business today could find what Charles Blake of the economics 
they're looking for here at department. 
Wright State. Bla ke expla ined t hat the 
A master's degree program in program is, "designed to inte­

social and applied economics now grate economics with business 

entering its fifth year, is de­ and social sciences. The inter­

signed to "pr epare de cision disciplinary cur riculum prepares 

students t o deal with broad eco­

nomic, social, and political prob­

lems. Emphasis is placed upon
FAIRBOR analyzing existing knowledge 
and developing the analytical 
tools that will improve man'sCAMERA ability to solve socioeconomic 
Quality Photo Supplies a nd issues." 
equipment at Discount Prices The degree program requires 
48 hours of academic work, 36 in 
NIKON MINOLTA t he classroom, and a 12 hour 
quarter of field research exper­PENTAX VIVITAR 	 ience which concludes the 
program.MAMIYA KODAK The field research experience is 
planned by t he student in con­KONICA OLYMPUS junct ion with the director of field 
research experience t o take intoBELL& HOWELL CANON 
account goals , previous work ex­
perience, cult ural interest s andDarkroom academic background. It is 
Supplies & designed to give t he student an 
opportunit y t o apply t heEquipment knowledge gained t o a specific 
problem area.14E.MAINST. 
For addit ional information stu­
878-4392 dents should contact Blake at ext 
1226. 
SKY DIVINC 

THE SPORT OF THE SPACE AGE. 
* &REENE * COUNTY * 
SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB 
G.R~EENE COUNTY SPORT 

PARAC'HUTE CENTE·R 

XENIA, OHIO 
STUDENT TRAINING CLASSES - 10:00 and 1 :00 
INDOOR TRAINING FACILITIES FOR INCLIMATE WEATHER ' 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK DAWN TO DUSK 
1st Jump Course $37. 50 , 
Groups of 5 or More - Only $27.50 Per Per son 
Price Includes: Log Book, All Training, All Equipment & Jump· 
Parents• Permission NOT Required For Those ·Over 18 
376-9293 
Oh! What a Lovely War opens this Friday at WSU's Creative Arts Center. 
WSU Communications photo] 
Archaeologists go to Tennessee 
by Louise Raterman occupied." 	 photography. 
For $207, you can spend the He indicated they probably mi­ Students will also have the op­
summer in the deep of Tennessee grated seasonally depending port_unity to participate in site 
exploring and exca vating. And upon which site was most edibly reconnaissance, test escavation, 
you needn't be majoring in any­ lucrative. raw material locality identifica­
t hing in particular. 	 Keel is currently writing a book tion, and flora and fauna surveys. 
Just be "interested in the en­ for the University of Texas Press The program will also provide 
vironment and ecology, not about an eight year in depth participation in laboratory pro­
afra id of the sun and not afraid of study he did of the Cherokee cessing and preliminary analysis 
work," said Dr Bennie Keel, Indians in the US. He has of recovered remains. 
WSU assistant pr of of anthro­ conducted student expeditions Keel will be taking with him 15 
pology. 	 several times before. Describing students from WSU. He is ac­
He is conduct ing an archaeologi­ the camp atmosphere as "a cepting applications for only a 
cal survey in Tennessee during pretty cosmopolitan social gath­ limited time. 
t he Summer Session C (June ering" -- students from all about The field school (Anthro 369) 
17-Aug 23). The 197 4 Wright the nation will participate -- he carries nine quarter hours credit. 
Stat e Field School will be reminds that off time may Ohio residents will be charged 
studying t he micro-environments include exciting "river floats" $207. Room and board at the field 
of prehist oric peoples that and weekend barbecues and station will be provided at no 
occupied a reservoir about the maybe a "chance to visit the charge. 
Duck River in south central Nashville Grand Ole Opry." Like Keel says, "It's a fun and 
Tennessee. Students normally will "learn easy way to go to summer 
Investigation will shed sub­ by doing." Formal lectures will school." 

stantial light on varous human be presented twice weekly. 

adaptive strat egies in regard to Instruction will cover basic J 
 New award presented
the different zones, indicated escavation methods, data re­

Keel. He guesses that the study covery techniques, data re­ A special Presidential Scholar 

will show that the sites to be cording, stratigraphic descrip­ Award will be presented at this 

examined had been "sporadically tion, sampling, surveying and year's Commencement. 

It will go to a WSU student 
"who is going to be a full timeWANT COLLEGE CREDIT THIS SUMMERt senior next year," said Elenore 
Koch , executive director of
OHIO UNIVERSITY'S student administrative services. 
This is a new award, and will beIndependent Study -- Credit by Examination the first time such an award will 
have been presented at WSU.Over 175 courses can be taken in these and other areas: 
"Each of the four instructional 
* Aviation * Languages 	 colleges (Business and Adminis­
* Business * Mathematics tration, Education, Liberal Arts, 
*Film * Music and Science and Engineering) 
* 	Journalism • Social Sciences are to submit three names of stu­
dents who will be seniors for theEarn credit wherever·you are this summer without attending 
next academic year" t o President
class. Kegerreis, explained Koch. 
For information or a free bulletin listing all the subject They are also to include a list of 
areas, write to: the criteria used in making theirIndependent Study 
selections to the president.Ohio University 
Athens, Ohio 45701 President Kegerreis will make 
or call ( 614) 594-4494 the final selection of one student 
from the twelve entries. 
8 G.....tian May 20, 1974 Doctor's Bag 
rspo ts Scope\

by dennis geehan· 
As the annual cavalcade of sports events at Wright State Universi­
ty draws to a close it's only proper that a review of the year be made 
by the Guardian Sports Editor. The only problem with making such 
observations is the fact that this editor has only been attending WSU 
since· January. But I'll do what I can. 
During that first month of attendance in Raider country, everyone 
in the Athletic Department was pushing varsity men's basketball. 
Certainly it is the only WSU sport that has developed any significant 
following. And a 17-8 record isn't bad at all. This year's squad boasted 
two players who entered the 1000-point club in the persons of Bill 
Fogt and Tim Walker. 
But the three Raiders who have to get the A's for effort on the club 
have to be Center Jim Minch (superb on defense), Rick Martin (no~­
sibly the team's best ballhandler), and Bob Grote (offensively the 
Raider's tightest player). 
Women's varsity oasKett>all provided a dismal showing indeed. 
Marked by personal problems on the part of some team members and 
a general attitude deficit, the females mustered only a poor record. Tt. 
was the team's first year of existence though and Co-captains Sarah 
Butler and Linda Klein both expect a better record next year.
The first year varsity wrestling team tared well, maeea. ::stamatis 
Bulugaris may well see the entire team return to compete n~xt year 
after this season's 6-8 tally. Kudos are extended to freshman Rob 
Taylor who led the team with a 9-1 record. Taylor alone emerged 
victorious in a dual meet with powerful Bowling Green University 
this winter. 
Moving right along into spring sports, the men's tennis team broke 
even at 7-7 bettering last year's 8-11 performance. The female netters 
on the other hand dropped from last year's 6-3 performance to record 
a lesser 5-7-1 mark this season pending a match against Otterbein. 
. The biggest disappointment of the quarter had to·be the men's golf 
team. The squad was virtually dumped upon with a 7-12 record 
against last vear:s 23-2 result. The Raider swingers may have 
improved that record to eight wins though depending on Friday's 
performance against Central State University. 
Women's softball rebounded from last year's 2-11 record to post 
· five wins and nine losses this season behind a 21-5 romp over Otter­
bein in the squad's last game Thursday. Some individual.standouts in 
recent games were Donna Dryer, Karen Elliot, Sue Fish, and Linda 
Klein each of whom finished the season wielding some heavy wood 
against Bluffton, scoring 39 runs in one game. 
Male worried about penis symmetry 

Q: My mate and I have been 
having sex in a different position. 
She lies on her back and raises 
her right leg. I then straddle her 
left leg and roll onto my stomach. 
This seems to have worked very 
well for the past six months. But 
I have now noticed that when I 
get an erection I have a definite 
left curve in my penis. How can I 
get rid of the curve? It works 
OK, but it looks like hell. 
A: I have always been quite 

understanding of problems about 

the size, shape and function of 

sexual organs, these being highly 

valued parts of our anatomy. But 

sometimes, solutions to problems 

are so obvious it surprises me 

that they are not apparent to 

others. 

For the next few months, try 
the following: Have her lay flat 
on her back and raise her left leg. 
Straddle her right leg and roll 
onto· your stomach in a counter 
clockwise direction. If the curve 
you report is secondary to this 
not unusual position in sexual 
intercourse, it should correct 
itself. Once it corrects itself, 
alternating left and right 
approaches should keep every­
thing in the mid line. If the curve 
does not correct itself and your 
penis still works well, ignore the 
lack of symmetry. 
Q: I find myself bothered by 
premature ejaculation frequent­
ly, leaving my woman not quite 
satisfied and myself concentrat­
ing too much on performance to 
fully enjoy myself. 
I have occasionally seen ads for 
male desensitizing creams, are 
these of any use? 
program comp ete , 
pilot• s license. 
ARMY ROTC IS AVAILABLE TO WSU 
STUDENTS THROUGH THE CONSORTIUM. 
ASK YOUR REGISTRAR! 
For .more informa tion contact CPT ' Cassell 
at 229-3326 or write the PMS, US Army 
ROTC Instructor Group, University of 
Dayton, Dayton, Ohio 45469 
A speedy answer in your 
column would be much appreci­
ated [although I suppose a slow 
and easy one would be more 
appropriate]. 
A: Of the problems of sexual 
dysfunction I receive from men, 
premature ejaculation is far and 
away the most common difficul­
ty. 
Rapid ejaculation is the norm in 
the animal world and even 
elephants who have few 
predators to fear, do it quickly. 
Only among humans, where en­
joyment of sexual activity has 
been elevated to a level of great 
importance, is premature ejacu­
lation a "problem." Among 
younger men, premature ejacula­
tion is often a r-eflection of the 
generally more sensitive and 
hightened sexual response seen 
in this age group. As well, having 
intercourse on a relatively in­
frequent basis tends to increase 
excitability and causes rapid 
ejaculation. 
Treatment really consists of 
learning new ways of responding 
as well as compensating for the 
normal quickness. Before resort­
ing to anesthetic creams, there 
are a number of other things 
worth trying. If one is engaging 
in sexual intercourse on a regular 
basis with an understanding 
partner, her help can be elicited. 
Starting with simple things, if 
you ejaculate quickly, then you 
should try and have intercourse a 
second time as soon as possible 
after an adequate erection 
returns. The second time around, 
the physiology works more 
slowly and this often relieves the 
pressure to "perform." This is 
beneficial in eventually helping 
the man last longer. If this 
sounds too awkward to explain to 
a partner, some men find it 
helpful to masturbate a few 
hours before they anticipate 
having sexual intercourse, there­
by decreasing somewhat the 
over-excitement. 
A very successful means of 
getting the man to last longer 
involves the direct cooperation of 
the sexual partner. Too lengthy 
to explain in detail in this 
column, the technique involves 
the woman squeezing the penis 
in a particular fashion a few 
moments before the man is about 
to ejaculate. Suppression of 
ejaculation results in allowing 
the man to continue intercourse a 
while longer. The technique can 
be repeated several times. After 
a while, the need for artifically 
stopping ejaculation disappears 
and the man is able to remain 
inserted for a long period of time 
without difficulty. The method is 
called the "squeeze technique" 
and it is described in detail in 
Masters and Johnson's book 
"Human Sexual Inadequacy." 
An excellent summary of the 
technique can be found in the 
Bantam paperback: "Sexual Ex­
pression in Marriage" by Donald 
Hastings, MD. Everything Hast­
ings says applies to sexual ex­
pression outside of marriage as 
well, so don't let the title throw 
you. Another good one is: 
"Understanding Human Sexual 
Inadequacy" by F Belliveau and 
L Richter, New York, Bantam 
Books, 1970. 
Flight instruction 
is one of the~. It's 
offered to ROTC students in the 
second year of the Advanced Course. 
That's usually . the senior year of 
college . The program works like :his : 
You' ll receive basic introduct ion to 
. f. d . ged t he principles of flying sma~l , ixe -win 
aircraft. You' ll l earn navigation, map and. 
compa s s read ing . You'll get hour s of sol~ ~l~i~g . 
You 'll take flight i n struc tion at a nearby civilia 
f lying school which has t h e approval of the Federal ur 
Aviation Agency (FAA) , the Depar tmen t o f :h: Army and y~asts 
col lege The program-an extracur ricul a r activity-usuall~ll 
f our month~. Nine months is allowed i n spec if· al cases. f :ouflight 
· t' and 36 1 2 hour s o in-r ece i ve 35 hours of ground i n s truc ion d h The 
ex erience. Three extra hours may be aut horized i f .you.nee t em.rivate 
. P 1 d you '11 be eligible for the FAA examination fo r a p 
IN AR MY ROTC YOU CAN ALSO GET 
Cross Country Orienteering* Rifle Marksmanship* Adventure -Training* Practical Leadership Experience* Scholarships* $100 a month during the Advanced Course* 
I
P.S. If you'll be a j\inior next year,, . 
check intg gur Two-Year Prggram. _ 

